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A shift to the city: Enterprises 

and infidelity

When we left the farm for city life in 1955, John took initiatives in 
various directions to try and resolve his dilemma of how to earn a living. 
He felt that his resignation from the public service, the Petrov affair ‘and 
probably other contributions to my reputation’ left him with ‘no option 
but to go it alone farming or doing something else equally private’.1 
He had stationery printed up, headed ‘Policy Research’ that named him as 
director. It seems that he hoped he would develop a private organisation 
to provide research, particularly on policy matters in the international and 
economic fields, to organisations that lacked resources. He applied to the 
minister for the interior and obtained the right to purchase an interest in 
the Perth building in Canberra’s Civic Centre for the sum of £12,000, 
which gave him office space.2 At the same time, he decided to invest in 
a nearby and established orchard farm, ‘Linden’, on Narrabundah Lane 
on the outskirts of Canberra. He suggested to our friends Max and Fran 
Campion that they join him in a joint farming venture. The policy 
research consulting business did not flourish and the farming venture had 
some tragic personal consequences.

Our family befriended the Campions while we were living at Weetangera 
when a friend introduced Fran to John as someone who could help type 
his manuscript for The Alternative. So that Cecily could accompany 
John to Indonesia, Fran and Max moved into our home in the suburb 

1  Burton, ‘Oral History Project notes’, 6, Burton family file.
2  Canberra Times, 1 October 1955; and see ASIO’s record, NAA: A6119, 131, Burton vol. 5, 25. 
Many years later, John gifted his interest in the building to the Transport Workers’ Union.
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of Forrest to care for us children and our dachshund-fox terrier puppy, 
Bimbo. The young couple wanted, but could not have, children so they 
loved looking after us and we loved them.

John later justified the ill-fated joint venture as doing the Campions 
a favour. He applied some of the proceeds of the sale of the Weetangera 
farm to the purchase. He thought the orchard would provide the Campions 
with an opportunity of earning a living; by entering into a mortgage 
arrangement with John, Max could amass equity in the property at the 
same time. Fran and Max moved into the farmhouse on the property to 
run the farm, albeit under John’s direction. While John worked at the 
farm too, he had free time to research and write. According to ASIO 
records, John and Max transferred ‘Linden’ into the names of Cecily and 
Fran, presumably to minimise tax or perhaps to avoid the consequences 
of bankruptcy in the event the farm business failed.3 The orchard was 
already producing apples, plums and seed fruits, and Max and John set 
about building chicken sheds to establish a poultry farm. John embraced 
a new method of egg production, one now described as ‘battery hens’. 
The sheds were clean and modern, had artificial lighting, and the cages 
were equipped with automated feeding of pellets that dropped down to 
replenish what the chickens ate from the bowl. For water, the chickens 
pecked at a metal nipple that dripped water into their beaks. Droppings 
fell through the cage floor. As innovative as it was, we three children were 
not convinced that the chickens were happy; they were each housed in 
separate cages and had to endure isolated and restricted conditions for 
most of their lives. Meredith recalls that lighting was installed that turned 
on at 4 am to mimic daylight and extend the laying time of the hens. 
Time and research have proved the obvious; today the farming method is 
decried as unacceptable.

The joint farming venture meant that, as a family, we saw a lot of the 
Campions. While the families appeared to be enjoying friendship and 
happy times, John set off a train of events that caused havoc and harm to 
both families – not just to the four adults involved, but also to our sister, 
Clare. John was unhappy. Cecily would say that John could not be happy 
with an orchard ‘because he couldn’t round up the fruit trees as he was 
used to rounding up sheep’.4 He had less control over running his farm 

3  NAA: A6126, 420, Cecily Margaret Burton vol. 1, 25. According to ASIO’s information, the 
purchase price was £7,200, NAA: A6119, 131, Burton vol. 5, 40, memorandum 14 September 1955.
4  Parker, interview by Meredith Edwards, 2004, 53.
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than he was used to. He liked being in control and, as Cecily perceived 
it, he was losing control of us too. We were entering our teens and in 
town we could socialise more readily and be at home less. With hindsight, 
John’s apparent unhappiness might have been a guilt-driven moodiness 
over his own infidelity and betrayal. It transpired that Fran had not been 
happy either. She had continued typing for John after we moved into 
town. John had kept in close touch with Evatt, who informally relied on 
John’s political advice and ideas, and John sent him policy papers that Fran 
typed. No doubt John thought it good for Fran to be occupied.5 However, 
the inevitable happened; either while we were living at Weetangera, or 
soon after we moved to Canberra, they commenced an affair. John and 
the much younger Fran were each restless in their marriages and John 
offered Fran comfort.

Perhaps Cecily was right when later, after becoming aware of the 
relationship and John’s other illicit liaisons, she decided that John truly 
believed that he was addressing Fran’s and other women’s unhappiness 
by meeting their sexual needs. Had Cecily known at the time that John 
and Fran were lovers, she conceded, it would have been very hard to deal 
with. However, later in 2000, she wrote in a private journal: ‘He was 
saving [Fran] from whatever, also from Max I suppose. So – I have never 
felt really threatened.’6 No one might have found out about the affair 
had Fran not lapsed into severe depression and attempted to kill herself, 
causing her to confess to Max about her relationship with John. Cecily, 
aware only that Fran was ill and unhappy, offered her warm support. 
The farming partnership was dissolved within a few years of its start and 
the Campion’s marriage eventually failed. That was not, however, the end 
of the unhappy saga, personally or financially. Max had mortgage debts 
he could not pay, and John tried to wind up his interest in the Linden 
property. A financial dispute between John and Max waged for years. 
It culminated with publicised debt enforcement proceedings, Burton v. 
Campion, and the forced public auction of the Campion’s home.7

5  In a note to Evatt, 30 December 1956, in which John thanked Evatt for Christmas presents, he 
asked for something for ‘Mrs Campion’s’ typing, stating that it was kind of her to do it ‘but they need 
all they can earn’, Evatt Collection/Burton, Flinders University Library. 
6  Cecily’s private journal, ‘Free writing’, 2000, Cecily family file.
7  ‘Legal Notices’, Canberra Times, 21 January 1967, 17.
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Max had recognised early that John and Cecily were having marriage 
difficulties. In 1955 he told Cecily that an atmosphere of tension was 
so thick ‘you could cut it with a knife’.8 Cecily found she could talk to 
Max. He was attractive, fun to be with and paid her attention, something 
she received little of from John. In relatively innocent circumstances, on 
occasion Cecily and Max went on outings together. Apart from indulging 
in ‘a little canoodling now and again’, according to Cecily, there was 
no more. Clare as teenager was infatuated with Max and, sensitive to 
her feelings, Cecily kept her relationship with Max platonic. However, 
Cecily did not reckon on the fallout from the dangerous games John 
and Max played. Max never forgave John for his affair with Fran and, 
while remaining a friend of the rest of the family, some four years later, 
in 1959, Max seduced Clare, exacting his revenge. Clare was 16 and 
impressionable. Cecily had had no idea that Max had engaged with Clare 
in an intimate way and it seems no one in our family knew about their 
relationship until Clare opened up about the affair in her adult years. 
She and Max developed a long-lasting friendship during which Max told 
Clare about the hurt John had caused him. It had a lasting deleterious 
effect on Clare’s relationship with our father. She harboured a resentment 
against him and, at the same time, had a difficult and uneasy relationship 
with Cecily that neither Meredith nor I fully understood. Did she blame 
Cecily for allowing John to stray or for failing to protect her, or both?

In March 1957, before the collapse of the joint farm venture with the 
Campions, John accepted an offer to open and run a Canberra branch 
of Sydney’s Morgan’s bookshop. With the shop came Morgan’s Sydney 
manager, Sabne Lewis, capable and knowledgeable, ‘on loan’ from the 
Sydney book store to assist John in setting up the new shop, show him 
how to order stock and help him understand the industry. John arranged 
for her to board with our elderly next-door neighbour. Sabne soon become 
a family friend. Partly Polynesian, Sabne had thick dark hair, brown eyes 
and was attractive in personality as well as looks. We were intrigued by 
her. Unfortunately, I was to learn a little later, John was particularly so.

John hosted a party on 22 March to celebrate the shop’s opening in brand 
new and spacious premises fronting on to Green Square, a large square 
of manicured well-watered grass in the Kingston shopping centre. The 
event attracted ASIO’s interest and it dispatched one of their agents 

8  Parker, interview by Meredith Edwards, 2004, 60.
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to mingle with the guests and report on it.9 At the outset, the shop 
attracted controversy. The Sydney Morning Herald reported that John had 
opened a bookshop in Canberra featuring ‘left-wing literature’.10 John 
responded with a letter to the editor published the next day, stating that 
the description was completely false. Out of a stock of more than 6,000 
books, there were not 20 that were ‘left-wing’ in attitude, he protested: 
‘I am prepared to back this claim by giving £50 to charity if you can show 
otherwise’. He went on to state that: 

As a matter of fact, although I am an experienced book-buyer 
I do not think I could find enough books to permit any shop to 
“feature” left-wing books. Our new shop has infinitely more books 
of a religious nature than of a political nature and this includes all 
religions.11

John did, of course, stock copies of his own works in the bookshop. 
As a follow-up to Chifley’s 1949 The Light on the Hill, in 1956 John 
had written a pamphlet, The Light Glows Brighter, published that year 
by Morgan’s in Sydney. Evatt wrote its introduction and the pamphlet 
included a foreword by the federal president of the ALP, Joe Chamberlain. 
The document was distributed widely and caused a stir.12 On the opening 
of the bookshop, Liberal Party member Jim Killen suggested John’s 
pamphlet should be called ‘the Light glows redder’.13 Much later, in 1960, 
John stocked and sold Manning Clark’s Meeting Soviet Man, which fell 
into that ‘left-wing’ category. John hosted the launch of that book in a 
party atmosphere at the shop. By then, the shop was thriving.

One of John’s friends told him that another of their friends, surprised to 
hear about John’s new business venture, said behind John’s back, ‘How the 
mighty have fallen’. But if down, John was not out. He had many ventures 
on the go. In August 1957, John purchased the good will from Morgan’s 
proprietor, A. H. Sheppard. Morgan’s bookshop was renamed The Green 
Square Book & Record Shop. Some facetiously called it the ‘Red Square’ 
bookshop, reflecting the continuing controversy about John’s political 
philosophy.

9  NAA: A6119, 337, Burton vol. 6, 149, 22 March 1957.
10  Sydney Morning Herald, 22 March 1957.
11  Sydney Morning Herald, 23 March 1957.
12  The pamphlet title has been incorrectly cited by Google books and elsewhere as ‘The Light 
Grows Brighter’. 
13  Canberra Times, 21 March 1957, 3.
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John’s controversial pamphlet, 1956.
Source: Family collection.
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Sabne left her previous employer and Sydney life to work permanently 
for John as his store manager. She purchased and lived in her own flat in 
Canberra. We all, including Cecily, involved ourselves in the business, 
enjoying the array of books and records that passed through the shop. 
John imported a Gaggia espresso machine, the first in Canberra. Cecily 
took charge of serving cakes and coffee in the Espresso Coffee Lounge set 
up at the back of the shop. Perhaps informed by how easy it was to calm 
his milking cows with music piped through the barn, John piped music, 
particularly newly released recordings, throughout the store. Another 
initiative of his, novel at the time, was to install music booths equipped 
with headphones for customers to listen to tracks before they purchased 
their records. The Phillips record company lent John their ‘Carnegie 
Hall equipment’ to demonstrate the excellent acoustics of high-fidelity 
recordings.14 John arranged a Sunday evening of music for invited guests 
using the equipment. He later introduced a record-lending library. It was 
a bookshop with a difference.

Cecily adjusted to the new, if frenetic, way of life. Under Sabne’s guidance, 
she learned the trade. She selected and ordered books and became familiar 
with various record labels and their suppliers and what was in demand. 
John suggested to other Kingston shop owners that Friday night shopping 
should be reintroduced. It had proved popular in Canberra when 
introduced in 1926 but it was discontinued at some later date.15 Meredith 
canvassed shop-owners’ views and Canberra became accustomed to the 
Friday night shopping. The Green Square coffee shop became a popular 
meeting place at around 9 pm on Friday evenings when other shops 
closed. We knew most of the families who dropped by and we observed 
John generously offering coffee and cakes without opening the till. Then 
he complained that, rather than coming to purchase books, people came 
only for free coffee and a chat. The coffee shop was fun but a drain on 
the business, which initially was not proving very profitable. To change 
that, John’s vision of the enterprise grew. He expanded the Kingston shop 
into leased premises next door and stocked electrical equipment and 
other goods.

14  NAA: A6126, 420, Cecily Margaret Burton vol. 1, 55, ASIO report on Cecily having invited 
a friend to the demonstration on 23 June 1957.
15  ‘Late Shopping: Increasing Popularity’, Canberra Times, 10 February 1927, 9.
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Canberra’s upgrading of its public transport gave John the impetus for 
yet another idea. He bought an old Canberra bus no longer used for 
public passengers, painted it green to link it to the Green Square shop, 
stripped it of seats, had it fitted internally with shelves, and drove and 
operated it as a mobile school lending library. Then, he extended the 
mobile service to further afield. His idea that Green Square enterprises 
might deliver much wanted supplies to construction workers at camps 
in the Snowy Mountains, according to an ASIO report, became ‘a very 
lucrative one’.16 The little-known story of the Green Square bus’s role in 
making more comfortable the lives of the mostly immigrant workers on 
the Snowy  Mountains hydroelectric scheme warrants another chapter, 
which follows.

One business initiative John took on resulted in Cecily being somewhat 
sidelined from the main activity. In order to sell records, John had 
acquired franchises for Festival and some other less-known record labels, 
but he was unable to obtain licences to sell well-known labels such as 
EMI and HMV, already sold in Kingston at Bourchier’s Music Store. In 
June 1958, to overcome the obstacle, John leased a small bookshop in 
Manuka, a nearby shopping centre, and together with paperbacks and 
other books, he was able to stock and sell those record labels. Cecily had 
the job of managing the new store, and for a time she was tied down to 
the counter in her small shop in Manuka Arcade with no relief staff. It was 
a lonely existence compared to the lively atmosphere and larger staff at 
the Kingston shop run by John and Sabne. John disposed of the Manuka 
shop in March 1959.

John was drawn to Sabne, probably not just to her beauty and fulsome 
figure, but in all likelihood to her troubled past. As with Fran, he seemed 
to see and justify himself as a knight to the rescue of vulnerable women. 
The development of his clandestine affair with Sabne was likely a symptom 
of John and Cecily’s marital problems although, in turn, it clearly 
contributed to their marriage breakdown. As obvious as his relationship 
with Sabne was, given the time John spent with her at the bookshop and 
how late he came home, Cecily remained unaware of it, so far as we know. 
She welcomed Sabne as a family friend and included her in our family 
activities. Sabne was warm and friendly and respectful. However, an 
ASIO agent’s watchful eyes detected strained relations between Cecily and 
Sabne at a dinner event. On 4 April 1960, an informal dinner was held at 

16  NAA: A6119, 337, Burton vol. 6, 263. 
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the Lucky Chinese Restaurant, located next to our Green Square shop, in 
honour of the visit to Canberra of Rewi Alley, a New Zealand-born writer 
and political activist and a member of the Communist Party of China. 
ASIO’s undercover agent was able to name all but one of the 12 guests 
there (possibly the agent himself!). John, it was reported, was to give an 
address to the Peace Congress later that evening to which the guests were 
invited but most were observed to go instead to the coffee shop at the 
back of our shop to continue socialising. From the highlighting on the 
report, it seems ASIO was interested more in an exchange between Cecily 
and Sabne than any political activity. Halfway through the dinner, Cecily 
apparently approached Sabne who had been seated at John’s table, and 
suggested that she might move to the ‘main table’, to allow Cecily ‘to be 
seated next to her husband’.17

John probably told Sabne that his relationship with Cecily was unhappy 
and she, needy herself, likely left it to him to manage his own disloyalty. 
Things got tricky, however, for all of us at home. In 1959, when the various 
Green Square enterprises were in full swing, John put himself in a ballot 
for eligibility to purchase land on the edge of Lake Eucumbene at the 
site of the old township of Adaminaby. As part of the Snowy Mountains 
hydroelectric scheme, the Eucumbene River had been dammed, flooding 
the old township site to create the enormous Lake Eucumbene. The town 
itself had been moved, brick by brick in the case of some buildings, to 
establish ‘new’ Adaminaby, some 6 miles away. To increase his chances 
of securing a block, John put another bid in under Sabne’s name. Sabne 
and John each won an allotment on which there was either an established 
small fibro cottage, or on which John had them built. As to what financial 
arrangement he made with Sabne in doing this, I am unaware. Clear in 
my recall, however, is that old cups and plates and cutlery disappeared 
from our Hobart Avenue kitchen and reappeared in drawers and shelves 
of the two cottages. Cecily noticed some cutlery missing on one occasion 
and said absently, ‘Where have these [whatever items they were] gone?’ 
I knew I had seen them in Sabne’s kitchen drawer when I visited her 
cottage once and realised then that Cecily did not know John had helped 
Sabne equip her weekender. I stood in our family kitchen, knowing the 
answer to Cecily’s mystery and not knowing what, if anything, I should 
say. I probably said something weak, like, ‘I think some things are in our 
cottage at Adaminaby.’

17  NAA: A6119, 337, Burton vol. 6, 1958–60, 278; NAA: A6126, 420, Cecily Margaret Burton 
vol. 1, 44–45.
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John seemed not to consider that his affairs with Fran and Sabne might 
impact his marriage, at least, not if they were kept secret. He intended 
his marriage and family life to continue as normal. He did not know the 
extent of Cecily’s unhappiness. He apparently did not see her as needy or 
vulnerable. Sabne’s seductive looks and friendly personality were always 
evident. John’s young friend Bob Hawke was enchanted by her. Meredith 
told me that on one occasion in the 1950s, when Sabne was babysitting 
us, Meredith came home from an outing after Clare and I had gone to 
bed and caught Bob and Sabne flirting in the kitchen; she saw Bob pinch 
Sabne’s bottom. Family life at home was strained. John and Cecily were 
reasonably civil to each other without being warm or close. They were 
social with others during these difficult times and they hosted parties at 
the bookshop and at home. John complained about Cecily dancing with 
various ‘chaps’, many of whom admired her and showed it. He was jealous 
and cross with her and told her so.

Cecily’s learned assertiveness, having recovered with the help of Jungian 
philosophy from what she regarded as a breakdown in the early 1950s, and 
started to quietly shift the power balance of hers and John’s relationship. 
In search of fulfilment, she was moving out of John’s shadow to explore 
her own identity. He had been used to having her as one of his admiring 
disciples; he wanted her to think he was wonderful, look after him and 
believe in everything he said and did. Perhaps Sabne did a bit of that 
for him.

John continued to write and have influence on Labor’s foreign policy. 
His 1956 treatise, The Light Glows Brighter, had had traction. Some 
commentators suggested that Burton had as much influence out of 
the public service as he did in it; others acknowledged the pamphlet as 
having become the ALP’s de facto policy platform. John followed up this 
publication in 1957 with Labour in Transition, seen as a guide for the 
ALP’s policy on democratic socialism, which Labor Senator Bill Ashley 
alleged was aimed at nationalisation. Newspaper cartoons appeared 
illustrating that controversy over John’s political influence even divided 
Labor Caucus in March 1957.

Cecily continued to support John in his enterprises and writing. But, at 
the same time, she started to look outwardly for acceptance and kindness 
from others, which was all too readily waiting to be bestowed on her from 
her male admirers.
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John’s subsequent pamphlet, 1957.
Source: Family collection.
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‘Burtonville’, Eyre Jr (Junior Harry Eyre) cartoon, undated (likely March 
1957), depicting Senator Bill Ashley, minister and leader in the Senate 
in the Labor Government.
Source: Burton family papers.

Burton rocking the ALP boat, Eyre Jr cartoon, undated (likely March 
1957), depicting (from left to right) Senator Bill Ashley, Eddie Ward, 
Doc Evatt and Burton.
Source: Burton family papers.
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Virgil Reilly cartoon, likely produced for the Daily Mirror, 1956–57, 
depicting Evatt and Burton, a commentary on the political flak created 
by John’s pamphlets.
Source: Burton family papers.

George Molnar cartoon, likely produced for Fairfax newspapers in 1957 
after the ALP Federal Conference in Brisbane, 1957.
Source: Courtesy Katie Molnar, George Molnar collection 1955–1991, National 
Library of Australia.
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